Loading & unloading the mat

**Step 1.** Remove the clear plastic cover from the mat and save for storage.

**Step 2.** Place the material on the mat in the top left corner inside grid.
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**Step 3.** Position the mat underneath the mat guides on your Cricut® machine.

**Step 4.** Keeping mat pushed firmly against rollers, press the Load/Unload button.

**Step 5.** Ensure there is enough space for the mat to run all the way through the machine.
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**Step 6.** Once the machine has completed the project, Unload mat by pressing the Load/Unload button again.

**Step 7.** Remove large cuts or excess material by gently bending mat until one edge of the materials releases.
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**Step 8.** Holding the material on a flat surface, slowly pull the mat away until all material is released.

**Step 9.** Once excess material is released, remove small cuts one at a time, bending the mat to release edges. Gently peel cuts pieces off the mat, or use Cricut® tools to lifts pieces off.
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Mat care and storage

- Replace the clear mat cover after use to keep the mat surface clean.
- Never store a mat that still has material attached to it.
- Use the entire surface of the mat evenly by alternating which end you load into the machine first.